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Learning Outcomes 153–172

Easter assessment

153. Find 20% of 45. 154. What is 12    % of 72? 155. Increase 48 by     .

 ______________  ______________  ______________

156. Decrease 60 by 40%. 157. Increase 80 by 15%. 158. Decrease 90 by     .

 ______________  ______________  ______________

159. Sam scored 17 of the 20 penalties he took during the football season. 
  What percentage of the penalties did he score? ___________% 

160. A number greater than zero is called a ____________________________ number.

161. A number less than zero is called a  ____________________________ number.

162. Fill in the missing number on the numberline.

 

163.   164.  165.     
 +2  + +4 = _________  –6  + +4 = _________  0  + –5 = _________

    166. The area of the rectangle = _________ cm2.

    167. The perimeter of the rectangle = _________ cm.

    168. The area of the shape = _________ m2.

    169. The perimeter of the shape = _________ m.

    170. The area of the rectangle = _________ m2.

    171. The area of the rectangle = _________ ares.

    172. The area of the rectangle = _________ hectares.
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Learning Outcomes 173–179

Easter assessment

173. 
  A shopkeeper bought a fridge for €250 and sold it for €300. 
  What percentage pro it did she make? __________ %

174.  
  Sarah bought a computer for €300 and sold it for €270. 
  What percentage loss did she make?__________ %

175. 
 By selling a bicycle for €400, Tim made a loss of 20%. 
 What was the original cost of the bicycle? € __________

176. 
 A dealer sold a mobile phone at a pro it of 40%. The actual profit was €80. 
 What was the selling price? € __________

177. 
   A                B                  C

 Which option A, B or C gives the best value? ________________

178. 
 The rate of Value Added Tax (VAT) on electrical goods is 23%. 
 What is the total cost of a microwave oven, if the cost before 
 VAT is €50? € ________________

179.  
So ia borrowed €600 from the Credit Union to buy a new computer. 
The rate of interest charged was 3% per annum (year). 
When the year was up, how much did Sofia have to pay back to the Credit Union, 
if she paid the full amount? € ________________

f

f

   
€1·20

€1·44 for 6 eggs plus 2 extra free

21c each

f
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Learning Outcomes 180–186

Easter assessment

180.    Livia bought a new cooker costing €700. 
She didn’t have to pay for the cooker for a year. 
However, she was charged 5% interest. 
How much altogether did she actually pay for the cooker? € _____________

181.  
The euro (€) to sterling (£) exchange rate is 0·78 or (€1 = £0·78).
Convert €100 to sterling (£). £ _____________

182.  
The euro (€) to US$ exchange rate is 1·25 or (€1 = $1·25).
Convert US$200 to euro. € _____________

183.  
circumference = diameter  3·14      

 
 Calculate the circumference of a circle of diameter 8cm. _____________cm

184.  
Calculate the circumference of a circle of radius 5cm. _____________cm

185.  
Calculate the approximate area of a circle of diameter 6cm. _____________cm2

186.  
A wheel has a diameter of 20cm. 
How far will the wheel travel in 6 revolutions? _____________cm


